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This story was originally published 2020/10/22 05:32 PDTon 22 October 2020 and last updated 2020/11/01 05:25 PSTon 1 November 2020. This article is part of our Apps &amp; Games Roundups series. Previous ArticleOn all the following article... 38 60. Google Play Pass roundup: 25 of
the best apps and games currently available on the 2020/09/26 service 06:14 PDTSep 26, 2020 28 61. 30 of the scariest Android games that are perfect for Halloween 2020 2020/10/31 9:37am PDTOct 31, 2020 209 62. The 8 best local music players on Android, now that Google Play
Music is dead 2020/11/01 05:25 PSTNov 1, 2020 78 63. Now that Hangouts is dead, here are 5 apps to replace its 2020/12/06 dialer 1:46 PM PSTDec 6, 2020 23 64. 15 holiday-themed apps, games, live wallpapers and watch faces for Christmas 2020 2020/12/21 9:45am PSTDec 21,
2020 See all 64 articles in this Series The Disappearance of Google Play Music might make you think it's time to go back to the old local storage mode of your favorite music. Fortunately, this is the kind of thing that Android has been doing, and there are so many apps available that do more
than just organize the library into a playlist. A local music playback app worthy of Android has a slightly navigable menu structure and automatically populates new music once it's added to a specific file directory. It's also theme, provides an integrated tag editor, and Android Auto support.
Other beautiful features include Bluetooth playback and Google Cast integration. Regardless of your music playback needs, there is an app waiting for a new phone to call home. It's not possible to cover all local Play Store player apps, so if there are popular apps you think you've missed,
leave a comment! Music Player Go If you like the idea of using a local music player that is keen on open source, Music Player proudly go flag waves. The app is powered by Kotlin, and because it is constantly updated by the developer, Music Player Go plays nicely with Android 10 and 11
storage with scope. You can grab Music Player Go from F-Droid, open-source Android app store, or sideload it directly from GitHub. Music Player Go welcomes all the music playback skills you need in a local playback app, including simple queue management, a list of favorites, and
precise volume control separate from device controls. There is also edge-to-edge support, dark and bright themes in different color schemes, and the ability to hide albums and folders with songs and sounds that you preferably don't include in your shuffle. Developer: Ivan D'Ortenzio Price:
Free Poweramp Music Player Poweramp is the same strong as his name suggests. Along with playing a countless types of local music files, it lets you import HTTP feeds from sites like Digitally Imported. It offers Android Auto, Chromecast, and Google Assistant support to cover the hole
left by Play Music's premature departure. Bass heads can adjust bass and highs from an easy-to-use equalizer interface, and there is even direct volume volume (DVC) for extended dynamic range and deeper bass. If you want to listen to music out loud on your phone, you can select the
Speaker (Loud) setting from the equalizer to quickly increase your gain and get strong results. I like Poweramp's general look. It's easy to find the menu item you're looking for, whether you're sending playlists, streams, or all songs. If you're putting yourself on a party, even if it's just you, like
these CoVID times- you can choose from multiple animated views that either appear over the interface or take over the screen as an ambient screen of sorts. Poweramp is a very robust application with even more features buried in Settings. The app is free to try for 15 days, so you can
thumb through everything you do before committing to $5. Omnia Music Player Omnia looks like a Jane Domain on the outside, but inside is a full-featured music player with a strong focus on playing music. It is the sister request to Pulsar Music Player also on this list. Omnia has all the
standard features, would be lossless audio support and smart playlists, and playback support for some very tinted file types, including Windows Media playlists. It works with Google Cast and Android Auto, and scrobbles at Last.FM. Omnia is beautifully laid out in Material Design, but
beyond dark and light modes, you will have to pay $2.99 for the theme. The one-time price also unlocks a 10-band equalizer, 15 presets, and a freeverb-powered reverb panel. Pulsar Music Player Pulsar Music Player is the sister app for Omnia Music Player, but its focus is on aesthetics.
Choose Pulsar if you're looking for a capable music player that lets you match its color scheme with the rest of the highly customized interface. The Pulsar interface is the same Material Design look as Omnia, but with a ton of dark and light presets to choose from the condition to pay $1.99
for Pulsar Pro or subscribe via Google Play Pass. You can customize each of the themes by selecting colors for up to six different interface elements. Pulsar has a number of other standard music playback features, including smart playlists and lyrics display, as well as essential support for
Google Cast and Android Auto. Unlock the app also gets you a 5-band equalizer controller, 9 presets, a bass booster, and a reverb option. VLC for Android Traditionalists love VLC for Android for its reliable simplicity and tons of utility. Those of you looking for something design-forward
won't find much here, apart from a very barebones, no kind of guff-music game experience. In the plus part, you can include videos in your music playback. VLC for is a complete audio player with support for a ton of video and audio file types, including MKV, MP4, FLAC and OGG. Media
junkies can access internet streams, DVD ISOs, and disk shares. There is also support for multi-track audio and subtitles. A minor warning to consider is that the control of the app's gestures is quite sensitive. Developer: Videolabs Price: Price: AIMP If you're passionate about playlists and
all that matters in your music life is the order in which you listen to songs, try AIMP. The main focus of this app is quick access to the lists you rely on to get through, and although playlists exist in every other music player app shown here, the playlists you make in AIMP are embedded
directly in the hamburger menu. Dig into the settings, and you'll find options for theme, gesture control, and even choose the criteria displayed in the file name during playback. And if what you like to do is listen to these playlists while driving, AIMP has Android Auto support. Developer:
Artem Izmaylov Price: Free Simple Music Player There is a reason K.I.S.S. stands for keeping it simple, stupid. Keeping simple helps eliminate the chances of complications. And in the case of Simple Music Player, keeping it simple means focusing on playing local music. Simple Music
Player still gives you all the features you need from a beefier music player, including playlists, a preset equalizer, color customization, and even a playback widget. There's also a handy search button to quickly pick up what you're looking for, and any new sound you download is added to
the queue. Simple Music Player has no ads, and of the apps shown here, it requires the fewest permissions. But there is no Google Cast integration, so you have to find another way to send music to a nearby smart speaker. Musicolet Musicolet puts a little more effort in terms of interface
stylings, although it may seem a bit busy at times, and is not as customizable as some of the other applications here. If what you like is easy to make queues, Musicolet sings like the sound of his name. They're easy to create, and for those with very massive music libraries, there's a lot
editor for editing labels and art album. You can choose to analyze through these files with linear or hierarchical navigation. For playback, Musicolet has everything, too: built-in lyrics, no-lag playback, sleep timers, and shortcuts for your favorite album or playlists. There is Android Auto
support here, and bright and dark themes, as well as a handy backup and restore feature. A lot of people these days have transferred to some kind of music streaming service, such as Pandora, Spotify, Google Play Music, or Apple Music. However, there are those of us left who hang on to
our media collection because streaming isn't good enough yet. If you have your own music collection and the stock music player doesn't do it for you, then here are our choices for the best music player apps on Android! Of course, there are several ways listen to music in different locations.
To see our list of the best music streaming sites and Android Auto music players, check just below the numbered list. Read more about music here:AIMPPrice: FreeAIMP is a pretty powerful mobile music app. It supports the most common types of music files, including basics such as FLAC,
MP3, MP4, and You'll also get a number of customization, thematic, and other fun stuff like that. The app has a simple user interface and I haven't had any trouble getting around and listening to music. Keep simple with a decent Material Design interface. I also appreciated its outstanding
equalizer, HTTP live streaming, and volume normalization. It's definitely a step forward of most basic music player apps. There is also a desktop version where you want to kill two birds with one app. The only drawback are potential compatibility issues with MIUI and EMUI devices.
BlackPlayer EXPrice: Free / $3.59BlackPlayer is a simple but stylish music player that puts very little between you and your music. It works on a tab structure and you can customize the tabs to use only the ones you actually want. In addition, it has an equalizer, widgets, scrobbling, an ID3
tag editor, without ads, themes and support for the most commonly used music files. It is delightfully simple and a fantastic option for fans of minimalism. The free version is a little bare bones with the paid version offering many more features. Fortunately, the pro version is not expensive.
Starting with the July 2019 update, the free version of BlackPlayer appears to be missing in action. We'll check again in a few months to see if he'll be back. DoubleTwist Music PlayerPrice: Free /$5.99 - $8.99DoubleTwist Music Player has had ups and downs over the years. It is currently
on an uprise, though, and is a good overall music player. The free version has a strong offer, including almost all the basics. You'll get playlists, support for the most popular audio codecs (including FLAC and ALAC), a simple user interface, Chromecast support and Android Auto support.
There's an optional add-on for Apple AirPlay support ($5.99) and a premium version ($8.99) that adds AirPlay support along with a 10-band equalizer, SuperSound feature, themes, and a few other things. In addition, the free version allows you to listen to radio stations in your area, so there
is an element streaming music as well. There are even some features for podcast listeners, would be the ability to skip the silences in the premium version. It's a bit expensive, but it's good in general. MediaMonkeyPrice: Free/$2.49MediaMonkey is a bit of a dark horse in music player
business apps. It has a ton of features, including organizational features for things like audiobooks, podcasts, and the ability to sort songs of things would be composer (instead of just the artist). It also has basic stuff as an equalizer. What makes mediaMonkey a truly unique music player is
the ability to sync music from your computer on your phone (and back) via WiFi. It's a little complicated set up, but it's basically a unique feature. Additionally, it can sync with the desktop version via a cable almost identical to iTunes, so it's one of the best ways to manage larger local
libraries on all devices. MusicoletPrice: FreeMusicolet is a no-BS music player app. It has a lot of desirable features, including many that often associated with music player apps. This includes a truly offline experience, an easy user interface and a small APK size. In addition, the app has
multiple queues (another rarity), an equalizer, a tag editor, built-in lyrics support, widgets, folder navigation, and more. Its no nonsense approach is refreshing. This is a great option for people who just want a music player who plays music without a ton of extra stuff. It is also completely free,
without in-app purchases and, due to lack of Internet access, without advertising. Read next:Neutron PlayerPrice: Free Trial/$7.99Neutron Music Player is another music app that isn't nearly as popular as it should probably be. It features a 32/64-bit audio playback engine that is (according
to developers) independent of the Android operating system. The point is, it helps the music sound better. It also has a lot of other features, including support for several types of unique files (flac, MCP, etc.), a built-in equalizer, and a number of other specific audiophile features. It's a bit
expensive and UI is definitely not the best on the list. However, everything else about him is good. Oto MusicPrice: Free/ OptionalOTo Music Donation is a solid, minimal style music player. You'll get an attractive, easy-to-use player with decent navigation and support for things like
Chromecast and Android Auto. In addition, the app comes with five widgets, no-drive, light, dark theme, label editing, and support for normal, synced lyrics. You get all that in an app package of about 5MB. There is even a discord where you want to talk to the developer. Everything in the
app is free, but you can support the developer with optional donations ranging from $0.99 to $14.99 if you want to. It looks good, it works well, and there's nothing wrong with it. This is a solid rock option in this space. PhonographPrice: Free /$3.49Phonograph is one of the few good open
source music player apps. It's done as simple. easy and easy to use. In most cases, it succeeds. It features a classic, simple Material Design UI. It's quick to go through after it's necessary. You can also change the theme if you want, but the theme editor is not particularly powerful. Along
with that, you get Last.fm integration, a tag editor, playlist features, a home screen widget, and some other navigation features. It is very simple and an excellent option for those who just want to listen to their music without anything getting in the way. This app is also available with no in-app
purchase with Google Play Pass.PlayerPro Music PlayerPrice: Free/$ Music Player is another less known music app that should be getting a little more traffic. It features a well-searched interface that makes everything easy to use, along with skins that you can download and install for more
customization. You'll also get support for video playback, a rare ten-band equalizer, Android Auto and Chromecast support, various audio effects, widgets and more Small features, would be the ability to shake the phone to get to change the pieces. Supports even Hi-Fi music (up to 32 bits,
384kHz). You can demo the free app before forking out $4.99.PlexampPrice: Free/$4.99 per month/$39.99 per anPlexamp is probably the best bet for playing music not stored on your phone, but also not streaming like Spotify. Set up your Plex server at home, and then use this app to
stream music from your computer to your phone. The app has a minimal, good-looking user interface and you can do things would be to temporarily download the songs to your phone for offline use. The app also includes true goal playback, noise leveling, soft transitions, an EQ, a preamp
and other beautiful touches for the audiophile crowd. Plex does not charge $4.99 a month to use the app because you don't have to jump off Plex servers at work. However, it is still cheaper than a music streaming service and covering the cost for regular plex (video content) and
Plexamp.Keep reading: Poweramp Music PlayerPrice: Free/$3.99Poweramp has long been one of the go-to player options for a lot of Android users. It has an elegant interface with themes that you can download from the Google Play Store. The interface can be too smart for its own good
sometimes. It is otherwise fast, efficient, and powerful and there are themes available if you want to this route. The app also includes many playback features, including backless, crossfade, and supports multiple types of playlists, along with Android Auto support. You can even download
lyrics if you need to. He's a strong player who seems to hit the right rope with almost everyone. Pulsar Music PlayerPrice: Free/$2.99Puslar is definitely one of the best music player applications available right now. Features include beautifully made Material Design, tag editing, lag-free
playback, smart playlists, a sleep timer, and Last.fm scrobbling. Puslar also has Chromecast support and some of the best Android Auto support I've seen of any app on the list. It's not as heavy feature as some of the paid options, but that doesn't necessarily mean it's bad. It's a great option
for those looking for something minimal, easy, and looks good. The pro version is cheap and just adds a few more features. The free or premium version has no advertising either. The same developer also does Omnia Music Player (Google Play link), a highly touted and good music player
as well. Rocket Music PlayerPrice: Free /$3.49Rocket Music Player is another good look and functional music player for Android. It comes with the basics along with a 10-band EQ, built-in lyrics support, tag editing, Chromecast support and Android Auto support. It actually has some
outstanding Android Auto support and works with Google Assistant very well. In addition, it has some niche features that we liked, would podcast bookmarks in You have to go and come back. There are parts of the app that look a little older, would be the notification player and settings
menu, but everything else looks and feels pretty good. The premium version removes ads, but even ads aren't so bad if you want to stick to the free version. StellioPrice: Free / $4.99 - $14.99Stelio is a surprisingly good music player. It usually supports stuff, like playlists, different views, and
even various themes. You can also search for lyrics online and they become available offline from that time forward. Some other features include over-average audio codec uspport, widgets, a bunch of customization settings, and some extras like crossfade and a tag editor. The premium
basic version of $4.99 removes ads and adds some themes. There are also additional themes you can purcahse for $1.99 each or just get $14.99 premium version where you get everything. The choice is yours and the themes are actually good. Vinylage Music PlayerPrice:
Free/$1.99Vinylage Music Player is a kind of wild card app on the list. It has one of the most unique UIS of any app on the list and has some entertainment tricks. It does the basics very well. You can create playlists, play local music, and do all of them. The fun part is the customization of
the player. It shows a turntable and vinyl animation while listening to music. You can customize it with different brands and revolving colors. It even entries some vinyl noises crackling between each piece. It's so stupid and fun, but it's also a reliable decent music player. Bonus: USB Audio
Player ProPrice: $7.99 + $1.99-$3.99USB Audio Player Pro is the king of its own niche. It works perfectly as an audio player for almost anyone. It comes with UPnP support, small extras would be playing gapless, an EQ with 10 bands, and an attractive, functional ui. However, if it really
sings is for the audiophile crowd. The app supports up to 32-bit, 394kHz native audio with support for FLAC, MQA, DSD, SACD, and a ton of other audio codecs. In addition, it works specifically well with USB DACs as well as HiRes DACs like the one in LG phones. You can even stream
music (via TIDAL, Qobuz, and Shoutcast) through this app to take advantage of your hardware. It's a bit expensive and those without special DACs definitely don't need anything like that, but it's best for those who use such hardware. Onkyo HF Player (Google Play Link) is also pretty good
in this space, but we think UAPP is a little better. Thanks for reading! Try these too: If I lost of the best music player apps for Android, tell us about them in the comments! This is an update of a previously written article, so check the comments for some suggestions from our readers! You can
also click here to check out the latest Android apps and game lists! Lists! Lists!
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